Abstract

This thesis discuss about the integrated financial report system (IFRS) in PT. Medco Intidinamika that is created to help PT. Medco Intidinamika (as a holding company of MEDCOGROUP besides MEDCO Energy such as property, food, hotel, mining, foundation, etc) as an early warning system in terms of making a decision about its future business. Integrated Financial Report System (IFRS) is the system that gathers all financial reports of MEDCO’s child company (business units) and also coverts them into the better analysis such as calculating ratios directly and drawing the chart and graphics. So, it can easier and faster to make the early decision making about its business units.

In terms of making the IFRS, the vendor (as the creator and administrator) use iterative waterfall model to make them easier to fix the problem that can be occurred in the steps that related to the previous step, thus they don’t have to create the system from the early step again. Besides the methodology in building the system, this thesis also provides the survey that provides much suggestion to help the creator to enhance the system well in the future.

Finally, I hope the result of the thesis can help PT. Medco Intidinamika as holding and the vendor develop and enhance the system more, so, in the future, this system can be used dynamically and more conducive.
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